
 

Figure 2  Left: Flip Angle (FA) maps per axial, sag & cor slices across 3 volunteers for the same B1+ shimming. Middle : B1+ maps on H1-4 for the same B1+ 
shimming. Right: 10gm average RF absorption or SAR for H(1)-(4) for the same B1+ shimming, and mean B1+ of 2.5uT in the brain. Table 1 shows the stats on B1+ 
and sample SAR variation across subjects for the same B1+ shimming amplitudes and phases. The homogeneity, SAR ave and peak changes were <10 % across the 4 
head models H(1)-(4).  

Figure 1 The Tx array tuning (Smith Chart) on 3 volunteers 
(different head shapes and sizes) are shown: The coil 
tuning per port was robust around 50 Ohms with less than 
5% change in the real part of input impedance. 

Table 1 Variation in B1+ homogeneity, SAR avg, SAR peak in 
different head models is <10% for a SAR constrained RF shim 
with whole brain coverage 

 

B1+ 
Homogeneity in 

Brain 
(std/mean) 

SAR ave 
for mean 
2.5uT in 

Brain 

SAR peak 
for mean 
2.5uT in 

Brain 

H(1) 0.26 2.3 10.5 

H(2) 0.26 2.5 10.2 

H(3) 0.27 2.5 9.6 

H(4) 0.25 2.4 10.4 
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[Target Audience] Researchers interested in RF transmit array design, 
development, and evaluation across multiple subjects at high and ultra-high 
field MRI 
[Purpose] At high field strengths the human head/body size becomes 
comparable to the RF wavelength and the interaction between the RF coil and 
tissue becomes increasingly sensitive to variations in the size/shape of the 
human head [1,2]. Recent advances in MR techniques at high field strength 
(7T), such as dedicated Tx and Rx arrays with increased SNR and 3D B1

+ 
shimming has made 7T use in acquiring high-res structural and functional 
images.  In this study, we evaluate the repeatability of the Tx array 
performance across different subjects.  
[Methods] A single 4-ch coupled Tic Tac Toe (TTT) transmit array has been previously tested [3].  In this work 5 of those panels were used to obtain 
whole brain coverage and is focused on evaluating the repeatability of the B1

+ field and RF absorption across multiple subjects. Scans were 
performed using a 7 T scanner (Siemens Medical Solutions, Germany).  The 20-Ch transmit array was tuned on a volunteer and tested across 
multiple subjects. B1+ Maps were acquired with a Ref amplitude 1H 111V, measurements=6, TR =2.2 sec, TE = 1.4 msec, FOV =220 mm, Matrix = 
64x64, Thickness 3 mm, receiver bandwidth 510 Hz. Four anatomical models of varying shape/volumes were used to determine Tx array 
performance to varying RF loading. Head models H(2) –H(4) were derived from H(1) (3.8L). H(2)-H(4) were 10% smaller than H1 in volume. 
Eccentricity of the H(2)-H(4) were changed by shrinking/expanding the major axis of the shrunk volume. Thus H(2)’s major axis was shrunk by 10%, 
H(3)’s major axis was shrunk by 20% and  H(4)’s major axis expanded by 10% . 
See axial plots of B1+ and SAR of Fig 2 to verify changes in head volume & 
eccentricity. Same B1

+ shimming (amplitudes and phases) were used to predict 
mean B1+ in brain. RF absorption (SAR mean and peak)  were obtained for 
10gm average for mean B1+ in brain.  
 [Results and discussions] Tx array tuning shown as Smith Charts across 3 
volunteers in Fig 1 the measured impedance of exemplar 4 ports of the 20-Ch 
coil remained around 50 Ohms. Real impedance variation per port was <5% 
across volunteers and max change in imaginary impedance was 2 Ohms. These 
findings were verified using FDTD numerical simulations. 
B1+ measurement shown as Flip Angle (FA) maps per 100V of 1ms square pulse 
is shown in Fig 2 left. The mean experimentally obtained FA across the brain 
was 50 per 100V for the RF shimming amplitudes and phases. Fig2 middle 
shows B1+ distribution in 4 head models (H1-4) differing in head shapes and 
sizes obtained from simulations. Changes in homogeneity in different brains 
and SAR avg and peak from Table 1 are <10%. The skin/air interface cells were 
excluded from these calculations as EM predications can be erroneous at this boundary. Further testing is planned to study more head models with 
differences in placement inside Tx array. 
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